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EC Aesthetics offers Semi Permanent Eyelash Extensions using the classic method and Russian Volume method. 

Hair Extensions using Tapes, Weave and Micro Ring methods and Facial Dermal Filler services including Lips, 

Cheeks, Chin and Jaw enhancements. We are based in St Albans and run clinics in and around Hertfordshire, 

Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire. Aesthetics by EC was founded on the principles of empowerment and 

confidence. Today, I still believe and operate my business wanting every person to feel those things. I am 

passionate about treatments that immediately make a difference. I have been developing within this 

industry since 2008 and I love the work I get to do every day. 

 
HAIR EXTENSIONS 

 
Hair Extension application methods are in Micro Rings, Weave and Tapes. You can also combine these methods 
too. I offer a free consultation for hair extensions and I also offer different qualities of hair to suit every budget 
without compromising on standard. All fitting and maintenance appointments include a blend cut and style.   
 
The hair brands I recommend, and fit are below. I haven’t trained with these brands and I’m not endorsed by them 
so I am completely impartial to say I feel these are the best suppliers. 
 
Euphoria One:  
A gold range hair this will last up to 12 months* and goes up to 24inches (22 in tapes) 
 
Remi Cachet: 
A platinum range hair (currently the best out there) that will last up to 18 months* and goes up to 24inches (22 in 
tapes) 

 
*with correct maintenance  

 

 

 
MICRO RINGS (Itips)  

 
These hair extensions are quick and easy to apply. I use i-tips as they are less bulky than micro rings. Strand by 
strand, an extension is applied to a similar sized piece of your own hair then a small metal ring holds the 
extensions securely in place, without the need for any harsh glues or chemicals. Each strand is around 1 gram 
meaning for a full head would have 200 strands. These are also great for adding colour to the hair without 
committing to dying your own hair and you can even add pops of colour such as red for christmas etc.! 

 

Half Head Micro Ring Hair Extensions up to 20 inches fitted and supplied with Euphoria One hair (100 grams) 
£280.00 
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Half Head Micro Ring Hair Extensions up to 20 inches fitted and supplied with Remi Cachet hair (100 grams) 
£350.00 

Half Head Micro Ring Hair Extensions up to 24 inches fitted and supplied with Euphoria One hair (100 grams) 
£300.00 

Half Head Micro Ring Hair Extensions up to 24 inches fitted and supplied with Remi Cachet hair (100 grams) 
£400.00 

Full Head Micro Ring Hair Extensions up to 20 inches fitted and supplied with Euphoria One hair (200 grams) 
£500.00 

Full Head Micro Ring Hair Extensions up to 20 inches fitted and supplied with Remi Cachet hair (200 grams) 
£690.00 

Full Head Micro Ring Hair Extensions up to 24 inches fitted and supplied with Euphoria One hair (200 grams) 
 
£780.00 

 
Extra 50 grams (50 strands) of up to 20inch Euphoria One hair for extra thickness including fitting 
£100.00 

Extra 50 grams (50 strands) of up to 24inch Euphoria One hair for extra thickness including fitting 
£120.00 

Extra 50 grams (50 strands) of up to 20inch Remi Cachet hair for extra thickness including fitting 
£150.00 

Extra 50 grams (50 strands) of up to 24inch Remi Cachet hair for extra thickness including fitting 
£175.00 

Half Head Maintenance Every 10-12 weeks 
£100.00 

Full Head Maintenance Every 10-12 weeks 
£200.00 
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Half Head Removal  
£50.00 

Full Head Removal 
£75.00 

 
WEAVE 

 
Unlike a standard "micro ring weft" or "la weave" where weft is applied to micro rings in the hair, the celebrity weave is applied 

to a track built using micro rings and the clients natural hair the weave is sewn in using a special method. Weave methods are 

ideal for creating an extra thick, bouncy and luxurious finish. This hair can also be removed and placed onto clips if you are not 

looking to maintain it on your head long term. 

 

A half head of weave is two rows of weave  
A full head of weave is three rows of weave 
An Extra Full Head of weave is four rows of weave   
 

Half head of weave up to 20 inches fitted and supplied with euphoria one hair (150 grams) 
£330.00 

Full head of weave up to 20 inches fitted and supplied with euphoria one hair (200 grams) 
£440.00 

Extra Full Head of weave up to 20 inches fitted and supplied with Euphoria One Hair (250 grams) 
£550.00 

Weave Maintenance – every 6 – 8 weeks – 2 rows - £50 

Weave Maintenance – every 6 – 8 weeks – 3 rows - £75 

Weave Maintenance – every 6 – 8 weeks – 4 rows - £100 
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TAPES 
 

The tape system integrates into the hairline by placing the extension directly on the root of the hair using 
lightweight tape-in hair extensions. Made from a super flat polyurethane weft strip, each pre-taped piece is ready 
to apply and stays fixed for 6/8 weeks. This system is great if you don’t want someone to run their hand down your 
head and feel the ‘bumps’ of micro rings and if you tie your hair up a lot as they lay flush wit your scalp. 

 

Half Head Tape Hair Extensions up to 22 inches fitted and supplied with Euphoria One hair (100 grams) 
£285 

Full head Tape Hair Extensions up to 22 inches fitted and supplied with Euphoria One hair (200 grams) 
£550 

Half Head Tape Hair Extensions up to 22 inches fitted and supplied with Remi Cachet hair (120 grams) 
£475.00 

Full Head Tape Hair Extensions up to 22 inches fitted and supplied with Remi Cachet hair (240 grams) 
£930.00 

Half Head Tape Maintenance  
removal of tapes, re taping, re application blend and style which **cant be carried out until 24hours later** 
£150.00 

Full Head Tape Maintenance 
removal of tapes, re taping, re application blend and style which **cant be carried out until 24hours later** 
£200.00  
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Dermal Facial Fillers 

What are Dermal Fillers? 

Dermal fillers are small injections of gel, typically made up of hyaluronic acid, that fill in wrinkles and add volume to soft tissue. 

You can have dermal fillers in different parts of your face: around the eye, cheeks, mouth and jawline, as well as lip fillers 

administered directly into the lip tissue. 

Why Dermal Fillers? 

Fillers restore lost volume to your face and plump areas. As we get older our bodies stop producing collagen and elastin, both 

of which contribute to the youthful look.  Experts argue over when we start losing collagen; but the generally agreed age is 25. 

Which is pretty young! Your collagen and elastin levels then decline at a rate of about 2% per year, and your body will have 

stopped producing it altogether by your late twenties! 

How Long do they last? 

It depends how your body reacts and which hyaluronic acid is used, but most dermal fillers will last between six to 18 months. 

Do dermal fillers have side effects? 

Reactions generally occur immediately after the needle injection and can include; redness, swelling, pain, itching, bruising and 

tenderness at the injection location. These reactions are generally mild to moderate and usually disappear shortly after 

injection and are usually resolved a few days after the injection into the skin. 

Do They Hurt? 

There may be a slight discomfort whilst the filler is being injected into the face but we minimise this by applying an anesthetic 

cream before treatment. To provide further relief and alleviate as much pain as possible, our fillers contain a pre-mixed local 

anesthetic so the more you inject the more numb you become. 

What is in Filler? 

The filler we use is hyaluronic acid – the natural substance found in many areas of the body including eyeballs, joints and skin, 

that can hold 1000x its weight in water. Hyaluronic facial fillers helps to maintain shape, even out depressions in the skin and 

provide hydration.  

Is there a difference between Botox and dermal filler? 

Yes there is 100% a difference between Botox and fillers. Botox stops the small muscles in your face from making the 

movements that cause wrinkles, whilst dermal fillers plump from below the wrinkle to smooth them out and promote the 

youthful look. If there is an adverse reaction to Botox you must wait for it to wear off. If there is an adverse effect to filler you 

can simply have it dissolved. 
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Filler to be used across Lips, Chin, Jaw, Nose to Mouth Line and Cheeks 

0.5ml 
£99.00 

1ml 
£149.00 

3ml ‘Khloe’ Package 
£425.00 

4ml ‘Kylie’ Package  
£560.00 

5ml ‘Kim’ Package 
£700.00 

Liquid Rhinoplasty  
£175.00 

Tear Troughs 
£220.00 
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Semi Permanent Eyelash Extensions 
 

Semi-permanent eyelash extensions are synthetic fibers that are attached to your real lashes one by one to make 
it look as if they are all one seamless strip of eyelashes. This procedure makes your lashes look more voluminous. 
  
Classic Lashes 
These are a method where one lash is applied to each one of your own. Each lash is isolated then a new lash is 
applied on top. This means that as your natural lash grows out the false lash. This also means that they can be 
infilled after the false lash falls off. These lashes are thicker than your natural lash and come in various curls and 
lengths. A full set can take up to 2hours. Infills must be carried out every 2-3 weeks.  
 
Russian Volume Lashes 
Russian Volume lashes manage to make lashes look super glam and volumous whilst remaining natural and 
subtle. This look is achieved very similarly to Classic lashes in the sense that the natural lash is first isolated, then 
where previously Technicians would apply one lash, now they apply a small fan of anything between 2 to 7 lashes. 
This might sound like a lot however the lashes that are used to make the fans are so fine there is no damage. It’s 
just like having your own lashes but lots more of them! A full set can take up to 3hrs and infills must be carried out 
every 2-3 weeks. 

Full Set Classic Semi Permanent Eyelash Extensions  
£50.00 

Full Set Russian Volume Eyelash Extensions  
£65.00 

2 week classic infill  
£25.00 

3 week classic infill 
£30.00 

2 week Russian Volume  
£35.00 

3 week Russian Volume  
£40.00 
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Henna Eyebrows 
 

This is like a tint wax and shape but you can use the henna tint to make the eyebrow appear more shapely for 
longer as the dye last longer than regular tint. 

Henna Tint Wax and Shape 
£15.00 
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